Email : info@maavalanindiatravels.com

Contact No. : +91 11 4343 4094

ROOF OF INDIA: LADAKH
India is a land of magic which would entice you and harbour you with sublime knowledge…

Namasté et Bon Voyage!
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As the title suggests, Ladakh sits at an average height of 3000 metres on the northern most part of India. The airport at Leh has been built at an altitude of
3300 metres! The landscape of Ladakh is nothing short of breathtaking. It is a cold desert with views resembling the lunar surface and an amazing
topography with the Indus River, the cradle of ancient Indian Civilisation, cutting through the towering mountains intermittently dotted with Buddhist
Monasteries perched seemingly impossible on rugged columnar rocky cliffs! Raw natural beauty combined with spiritual serenity and ancient rich heritage
does not get better than this. Let’s get started with our Ladakh travel and know about the Ladakh tour packages.

Leh Ladakh tourism
If you want to customise this itinerary or for designing tailor‐made trip to India please fill up the form by clicking here
Prices subject to change without prior notice



$ 1100.00 * Per person
$ 1400.00 * Per person

Day 1 | Arrival in New Delhi
Arrival in Delhi. Contrary to most airports, arrival in the spanking new India
International Airport in New Delhi is quite a pleasant experience with fast moving
immigration counters, India specific décor that makes the visitor reflect on the
Indian philosophy and finally the smiling Maavalan representative who awaits the
visitor at the exit that reaffirms that philosophy, that Guest is God. Maavalan
assisted seamless check‐in at the chosen hotel and a brief given to you which puts
you at ease as you sink into the comfort of your bed to relax for the night. We
know that you would be excited for the start of an exotic and unforgettable
experience with our amazing Ladakh Tour Packages and what is about to come.
You may change some amount of currency in Indian Rupees before coming out of the Airport at
the banks at the Airport which remain open 24×7 The best way to overcome Jet leg is to adjust yourself
with the new destination; if you arrive during the day, do not rest, enjoy the day (pool or massage) or if
you arrive at night, then try to catch some sleep immediately.
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Day 2 | Delhi – Nalagarh.
Nalagarh is a beautiful hill station situated at the base of the Himalayan foothills.
It is also famous for its medieval palace and excellent wall paintings offering a
Royal experience at an unusual place! While continuing Ladakh trip, We are
offering you an ideal break midway between Delhi and Manali, your next stop in
the Himalayas.
Visiting Places: Jama Masjid, Government Buildings, Humayun’s Tomb, Qutb
Minar

Day 3 | Nalagarh – Manali
Your journey through sinewy roads and verdant green vegetation in the
Himalayas begins. You would be going through small Himalayan villages seeing
children going to school, women folk working in the fields and the invigorating
smell of the pines bringing you close to nature as you drive along the sacred Beas
River all the way till Manali. En route to Manali tourism, visit a lovely small hill
town called Naggar and discover its ancient secrets in wooden palaces and
temples!
Visiting Places: Nagar Village, Landscape
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Day 4 | Manali
A walk in Old Manali town, a drive to the old city of Vashist with its beautiful
wooden temple, you may try the medicinal hot water baths of Vashist right next
to the temple, the day passes by listening to the whistling pines and the gushing
Beas River. Prepare yourself for the magnificent drives in your Manali tourism
over the next two days!
You may want to have a look at and book some of our special Manali honeymoon
packages if you are newly married and excited to spend some time with your
partner. Fill up this form.
Visiting Places: Old Manali, Vashist Temple, Hot Springs

Day 5 |Manali – Sarchhu
This is the beginning of the route that is the Mecca of many motorcyclists and 4×4
enthusiasts. Real adventure begins now! Before the day of your Manali holiday
package is out you would have crossed two major high altitude passes at nearly
4000 metres through not so easy terrain and great landscapes. And we are just
warming up! Night is at a camp in Sarchhu where the howling winds at night
culminate in a frenzy and night temperatures in the peak of summer may drop to
‐10°C! But we will have a hot soup ready for you at the tent to warm you up.
This is the fun of our Manali Tour Packages. You go hundreds of kilometres
beyond Manali!
Visiting Places: Landscape, Nature
Sleep well to start early next to avoid the Tourist rush till Rohtang Pass. Charge your camera
and we will buy you some cookies for the journey
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Day 6 |Sarchhu – Leh
“Jule” is the traditional welcome word from today as you enter Ladakh. Surely,
you will be excited what could be happen next as your Leh Ladakh Tour has
begin now . Visit as go from beautiful to extraordinary as you lose count of the
number of passes that you cross in excess of 4000 metres! The stunning views of
the famous Gatta Loops, the remarkable More Plains stretching for over 40
kilometres across barren lands with towering mountains on either side, this is
what serenity and the Greater Himalayas is all about. You will arrive into the
colourful small capital town of Leh late in the afternoon after innumerable photo
stops. In continuation of your tour, lots of things are waiting for you in the next
morning.
Visiting Places: Landscape, Nature, Chorten, Stupas…

Day 7 | Leh
A day of rest as you soak in the Ladakhi atmosphere in the capital that can be
mostly traversed on foot. As this day of our tour begins, you will receive your
Inner Line Permits done which would allow you to move freely at most restricted
places with the necessary checks. Visit the local markets, meet the local baker
from Germany or France, check out the Indus River that has been the backbone
and the cradle of the Great Indus Valley Civilisation from nearly 5000 years ago.
Explore the undiscovered Himalayan wonderland with Leh Ladakh tours.
Visiting Places: Shanti Stupa, Shey, Local bazar
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Day 8 | Leh – Lamayuru – Uleytopko
On the way of Leh Ladakh trip, Now you are in the land of Lama, Buddhist monks,
who know penance, meditation and a smiling face in the most adverse conditions,
living simple lives in visually remarkable monasteries perched on mountains!
Lamayuru is one such place that is worth more than a mention. After visiting the
monastery of Lamayuru, drive towards Uleytopko. Stay in your cottage at 3500
metres! Hopefully, your Ladakh tour going on awesome.
Visiting Places: Lamayuru Monastery

Day 9 | Uleytopko – Alchi – Leh
Alchi is a beautiful village situated on the banks of the River Indus. You will get
blown by the fascinating Alchi monastery containing colourful 1000‐year‐old wall
paintings. After the visit of Alchi, as per our designed Ladakh tour packages, you
will be drive back to Leh.
Visiting Places: Alchi Monastery
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Day 10 | Leh
Can you guess about we are going to explore on this day of Leh Ladakh trip? On
this day, discover two of the finest monasteries in this part of the world: Stakna
and Hemis, both situated right next to the Indus River about 30 kms out of Leh.
Also gear yourself for the next stage of adventure that begins the following day…
the discovery of the mythical Pangong Tso on your tour.
Visiting Places: Stakna, Hemis

Day 11 | Leh – Pangong Tso
An exciting day of driving to Pangong Tso. En route, stop at the pass of Chang La
at a height exceeding 5000 metres! Enjoy the splendid views. Meet the army
personnel who describe the construction and maintenance of roads at such
altitudes and such extreme temperatures! Later in the afternoon you will cross
valleys of grazing Yak. Stop at the first glimpse of the mythical “Blue” lake! It is a
surreal view. It gets better and better as you approach. Your arrival at the
Pangong Lake gives you a stunning vista that you will not see anywhere else on
the planet. Check in at your tents and enjoy the most magnificent views that
nature has to offer. As night falls, check out our galaxy looking skywards. As time
passes your all Ladakh travel becoming memorable day by day.
Visiting Places: Chang La, third highest pass in the world

We will buy you cookies for your trip to Pangong
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Day 12 | Pangong Tso – Leh
An exciting day of driving to Pangong Tso. En route, stop at the pass of Chang La
at a height exceeding 5000 metres! Enjoy the splendid views. Meet the army
personnel who describe the construction and maintenance of roads at such
altitudes and such extreme temperatures! Later in the afternoon you will cross
valleys of grazing Yak. Stop at the first glimpse of the mythical “Blue” lake! It is a
surreal view. It gets better and better as you approach. Your arrival at the
Pangong Lake gives you a stunning vista that you will not see anywhere else on
the planet. Check in at your tents and enjoy the most magnificent views that
nature has to offer. As night falls, check out our galaxy looking skywards. As time
passes your all Ladakh travel becoming memorable day by day.
Visiting Places: Chang La, third highest pass in the world
We will buy you cookies for your trip to Pangong

Day 13 | Leh – Delhi
You begin to pack up to take the morning flight out of Ladakh. Arrival in Delhi. Day
at leisure in Delhi.
Single hand baggage.
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Day 14 | Delhi
Spend your day at leisure reflecting on the fabulous memories of the past two weeks as they sink in. And as you realise the great diversity of this lovely
country, you may start planning your next trip back to India, maybe to the backwaters of Kerala or to the Palaces of Rajasthan or you may try one of our
other Spiritual/Yoga Itineraries.
Visiting Places: Day at leisure
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